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Covariant quantization of the electromagnetic field imposes the so-called gauge-fixing modification on
the Lagrangian density. As a result of that, the total angular momentum operator receives at least one gauge-
fixing-originated contribution, whose presence causes some confusion in the literature. The goal of this
work is to discuss in detail why such a contribution, having no classical interpretation, is actually
indispensable. For this purpose, we divide canonical and Belinfante-Rosenfeld total angular momentum
operators into different components and study their commutation relations, their role in the generation of
rotations of quantum fields, and their action on states from the physical sector of the theory. Then, we
examine physical matrix elements of operators having gauge-fixing-related contributions, illustrating
problems that one may encounter due to careless employment of the resolution of identity during their
evaluation. The resolution of identity, in the indefinite-metric space of the covariantly quantized
electromagnetic field, is extensively discussed because it takes a not-so-intuitive form if one insists on
explicit projection onto states from the physical sector of the theory. Our studies are carried out in the
framework of the Gupta-Bleuler theory of the free electromagnetic field. Relevant remarks about
interacting systems, described by covariantly quantized electrodynamics, are given.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.104.085003
I. INTRODUCTION
We all know that covariantly quantized electrodynamics
has some appealing features. One is that its free-field
photon propagator has the simplest possible form, which
facilitates perturbative calculations. The other is that its
electromagnetic vector potential Aμ is manifestly Lorentz
covariant, which comes in handy when relativistic trans-
formation properties of operators and matrix elements
involving Aμ are discussed. In addition to that, such Aμ
is local, which is important in certain rigorous studies of
quantum field theory (see e.g. Sec. 1.1 of [1] for relevant
references). These and related convenient features of the
covariant quantization framework do not come for free. The
price one has to pay for them can be seen in different ways.
To begin, one has to accept the fact that unphysical
degrees of freedom are being introduced by the quantiza-
tion procedure, scalar and longitudinal photons, critically
commented upon by Schwinger [2], Strocchi [3], and
others. To make matters worse, the abnormal commutation
relation of creation and annihilation operators of scalar
photons leads to the conclusion that Aμ is defined on the
indefinite-metric space [4,5], where vectors can have
positive, negative, or zero norm [6].
This result asks for the definition of the physically
relevant sector of such a space, and for this purpose one
typically assumes that matrix elements of ∂ · A vanish in
states from such a subspace. The very existence of such a
condition strikingly illustrates problems with enforcement
of the Lorenz gauge on the operator level, which can be
seen as one more complication. These rather unwelcome
features were technically addressed in early papers of
Gupta [7] and Bleuler [8], quantizing the electromagnetic
field in the Feynman gauge (see [9] for the comprehensive
summary of these efforts). Those studies were subsequently
generalized to account for other covariant gauges–
especially the Landau gauge–by Lautrup [10] and
Nakanishi [5] (see Sec. 18 of [5] for comments about [10],
Sec. 7 of [11] for textbook discussion of [10], and [12] for a
recent overview).
As far as this work is concerned, the main technical
complication of the covariant quantization approach is
that it modifies the Lagrangian density by adding the so-
called gauge-fixing term to it. The most elementary reason
for doing so is that it solves the problem of vanishing
momentum canonically conjugate to A0. This allows for
quantization of all components of the electromagnetic
vector potential, which is of key importance in the covariant
quantization framework. The gauge-fixing modification of
the Lagrangian density can be also seen as a Lagrange
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multiplier, imposing the Landau gauge in the appropriate
limit (see e.g. Sec. 15.5 of [13]).
Such a procedure leads to field equations that do not
correspond to Maxwell (Maxwell-Dirac) equations in free
(interacting) systems. Interestingly, this complication can
be, in the free theory of the electromagnetic field, rigor-
ously linked to locality and Lorentz covariance of Aμ (these
properties are necessarily lost when Maxwell’s equations
are kept as operator identities [3,14]).
The change of the Lagrangian density automatically
affects various observables derived from it. This remark
brings our attention to conserved quantities in general and
angular momentum, being of special interest here, in
particular. Namely, the total angular momentum operator
receives at least one gauge-fixing correction, which causes
some confusion.
The confusion arises when one (i) starts from the
classical theory, which neither needs nor has any gauge-
fixing modifications, (ii) derives the classical expression for
total angular momentum, (iii) replaces the classical electro-
magnetic vector potential in it by the covariantly quantized
one, and (iv) assumes that the resulting expression repre-
sents the total angular momentum operator.
In general, such a procedure leads to the expression
violating some of the most basic properties expected of the
total angular momentum operator. Its failure can be traced
back to the (iii) step, which is done under the tacit
assumption that the covariant quantization can be carried
out without the gauge-fixing modification of the Lagrangian
density. This is not the case, which we have already
mentioned. To fix the above procedure, it is sufficient to
alter the (i) step by working from the very beginning with the
modified Lagrangian density, inevitably introducing gauge-
fixing angular momentum to the theory. The purpose of this
work is to discuss in detail why such an awkward kind of
angular momentum, completely redundant in the classical
theory, is actually indispensable on the quantum level.
This can be done in the most transparent manner in the
free theory of the electromagnetic field, which we will be
exploring in the following sections (relevant remarks about
the interacting fields will be also given). Our discussion
will be focused on the two most popular ways in which
the (ii) step is performed: the canonical and Belinfante-
Rosenfeld decompositions.
These and other decompositions, frequently commented
upon in literature [15,16], aim at division of the total
angular momentum operator into physically meaningful
contributions. The following question then arises. What is
the role of the gauge-fixing angular momentum operator in
such considerations?
Given substantial interest in angular momentum-related
physics, it is a bit surprising that this issue is poorly
explored in the literature. For example, nothing can be
found about the gauge-fixing angular momentum operator
in popular review [16] and numerous other works tacitly
assuming that the gauge-fixing procedure is absent, while
at the same time intensely discussing the division of the
total angular momentum operator into gauge-invariant
components [17]. These considerations do not apply to
covariantly quantized theories, such as the Feynman gauge
one that we study, because they are carried out irrespective
of the quantization procedure necessarily bringing the
gauge-fixing angular momentum operator to the table.
The inescapable fact of its presence, in studies assuming
that the operator Aμ transforms as a genuine 4-vector,
was stated in [18]. In particular, one can find in this
article interesting critical assessment of papers ignoring
gauge-fixing-originated contributions to total linear and
angular momentum operators. In this context, our work
comprehensively illustrates the importance of the latter
contributions, approaching the subject from a different
perspective than [18].
If one acknowledges that there are gauge-fixing-
originated contributions to various observables in a cova-
riantly quantized theory, then it is of interest to know
whether they contribute to physical matrix elements (i.e. the
ones computed in states from the physically relevant sector
of the theory). This issue was discussed in [18] for the
density of the energy-momentum tensor. It was argued
there that its gauge-fixing-related part has vanishing physi-
cal matrix elements, and then this statement was reiterated
in a popular review [15]. However, the argument leading to
such a conclusion relies on insertion of a complete set of
physical states between field operators in the considered
matrix elements [18]. We question validity of such an
argument, supporting our view by a detailed discussion of
the subtle issues associated with the resolution of identity in
the indefinite-metric space.
Before presenting the outline of this work, we mention
that the gauge-fixing modification of the Lagrangian
density can be avoided when one works in the noncovariant
gauge that is effected on the operator level. For example,
this is the case in the Coulomb gauge studies, if one
parametrizes the spatial part of the electromagnetic
vector potential operator so as to satisfy the divA ¼ 0
constraint [11]. Then clearly some aspects of angular
momentum-related studies are simpler. However, the pleas-
ant features of the covariant quantization framework,
including the ones mentioned at the beginning of this
section, are lost. This is why we believe that it is worth
to face subtleties of the covariant approach head on.
Moreover, we mention that it is our opinion that covariant
gauge studies of angular momentum physics are under-
represented in the literature, which additionally motivates
us for pursuing them. Finally, it should be said that at least
some noncovariant gauges can be also implemented by the
gauge-fixing modification of the Lagrangian density (see
e.g. [19] for the Coulomb gauge example). Its influence on
the total angular momentum operator could be presumably
analyzed akin to what we do in this work.
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The outline of this paper is the following. Section II
briefly presents classical results on angular momentum of
the electromagnetic field from the perspective relevant to
our studies. Section III is devoted to quantum investigations
of the canonical decomposition of the total angular
momentum operator. It starts, however, with the introduc-
tion to the Gupta-Bleuler quantization scheme, before
focusing on three components of such an operator. Their
commutation relations, their role in the generation of
rotations of quantum fields, and their action on states from
the physical sector of the theory are extensively discussed
in Secs. III A, III B, and III C, respectively. Analogical
analysis is then presented in Sec. IV for the Belinfante-
Rosenfeld decomposition. Next, physical matrix elements
of gauge-fixing-related operators are discussed in Sec. V.
Particular stress is placed there upon presentation of the
correct form of the resolution of identity in the indefinite-
metric space because it takes a not-so-intuitive form if one
insists on explicit projection onto states from the physical
sector of the theory. This discussion is then continued in
Appendix. The summary of our work is given in Sec. VI.
II. CLASSICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The classical Lagrangian density for the free electro-
magnetic field is given by





where Fclμν ¼ ∂μAclν − ∂νAclμ and the symbol cl is used to
distinguish classical expressions from their quantum coun-
terparts studied in the following sections. To specify the
remaining conventions, we mention that we adopt the
Heaviside-Lorentz system of units and set ℏ ¼ c ¼ 1.
Moreover, we use the metric tensor η ¼ diagðþ − −−Þ
and assume that Greek and Latin indices of tensors take
values 0,1,2,3 and 1,2,3, respectively. The Einstein sum-
mation convention is frequently applied to them. 3-vectors
are written in bold, e.g. x ¼ ðxμÞ ¼ ðx0; xÞ. The Levi-Civita
symbol is written as εijk, where ε123 ¼ þ1.
To obtain the canonical expression for angular momen-















ðIαβÞγδ ¼ ηαγηβδ − ηαδηβγ; ð2dÞ
where ϑμνcl stands for the canonical energy-momentum
tensor density while δMμνλcl is the so-called spin contribu-
tion. In the end, one finds that (2) has the following spin
and orbital components:
Jcl ¼ Jclspin þ Jclorb; ð3aÞ
Jclspin ¼
Z
d3zEcl × Acl; ð3bÞ
Jclorb ¼
Z
d3z Ejclðz × ∇ÞAjcl; ð3cÞ
where neither Euler-Lagrange equations nor changes of the
integrands through addition or subtraction of 3-divergence
terms have been employed during derivation of (3).
A different procedure for defining angular momentum
appears when oneworks with the μ ↔ ν symmetric energy-
momentum tensor density [11]
















which is obtained from (4) after employment of Euler-







d3zðϑ̃0ncl zm − ϑ̃0mcl znÞ: ð5Þ




d3z z × ðEcl × BclÞ: ð6Þ
Thorough discussion of quantum equivalents of (3)
and (6) will be presented in Secs. III and IV, respectively.
III. QUANTUM CONSIDERATIONS:
CANONICAL EXPRESSIONS
Upon transition to the quantum theory, the classical
vector potential Aμcl gets replaced by the operator A
μ, which
may suggest that the total canonical angular momentum
operator will be given by (3) stripped off the symbol cl. It is
actually not what is happening, which we have already
commented upon in Sec. I.
It has been also mentioned there that the theory based
solely on Lagrangian density (1) cannot be covariantly
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quantized. This issue is resolved by adding the gauge-
fixing term to (1)





ð∂ · AÞ2; ð7Þ
which leads to the following canonical commutation
relations [11]:
½AμðxÞ; AνðyÞ ¼ 0; ð8aÞ
½∂0AμðxÞ; AνðyÞ ¼ iημνδðx − yÞ; ð8bÞ
½∂0AμðxÞ; ∂0AνðyÞ ¼ 0; ð8cÞ
where equal times, x0 ¼ y0, are assumed [23].









p e−ik·z þ H:c:; ð9aÞ
½ckσ; c†k0σ0  ¼ −ησσ0δðk − k0Þ; ð9bÞ
½ckσ; ck0σ0  ¼ 0; ð9cÞ
where ðkμÞ ¼ ðωk; kÞ, ωk ¼ jkj, and H.c. stands for the
Hermitian conjugation [24]. Moreover, the polarization




μðk; σÞϵνðk; σÞ ¼ ημν; ð10Þ
ϵðk; σÞ · ϵðk; σ0Þ ¼ ησσ0 : ð11Þ
They are chosen such that for transverse polarizations
(σ; σ0 ¼ 1, 2)
ϵðk; σÞ ¼ ð0; ϵðk; σÞÞ; ð12Þ
ϵðk; σÞ · ϵðk; σ0Þ ¼ δσσ0 ; ð13Þ
ϵðk; σÞ · k ¼ 0; ð14Þ
while for scalar (σ ¼ 0) and longitudinal (σ ¼ 3) ones
ϵðk; 0Þ ¼ ð1; 0Þ; ð15Þ
ϵðk; 3Þ ¼ ð0; k=ωkÞ: ð16Þ
We also mention that Fock states, obtained via the
repeated action of creation operators c†kσ on the vacuum
state j0i, belong to the indefinite-metric space, say H from
now on. It is so because the prefactor on the right-hand side
of (9b) is negative for σ ¼ σ0 ¼ 0.
The Lorenz gauge constraint, amounting classically to
∂ · Acl ¼ 0, now takes the form
hψGBj∂ · Ajψ 0GBi ¼ 0: ð17Þ
This holds when
LkjψGBi ¼ Lkjψ 0GBi ¼ 0; Lk ¼ ck3 − ck0; ð18Þ
which is supposed to happen for all 3-momenta k [25].
Such a condition follows from








Lke−ik·z þ H:c: ð19Þ
States that are annihilated by operatorsLk form the space
HGB, where the subscript GB refers to Gupta and Bleuler.
The elements ofHGB can be written as linear combinations
of the states





d3kd3k0fðk; k0ÞL†kL†k0 jψTi þ    ; ð20Þ
where fðkÞ, fðk; k0Þ, etc. are some functions and jψTi
is either the vacuum state or the state containing
physical (transverse) photons only (Sec. 7.4 of [11]).
The second, third, and the following terms on the right-
hand side of (20) have zero norm, which can be seen by
combining (18) with
½Lk; L†k0  ¼ 0: ð21Þ
Those states involve unphysical (scalar and longitudinal)
photons. Their collection spans the space H0.
The physical states of the theory can be defined by
elements of either HGB or HGB=H0. The former definition,
e.g., can be found in Sec. 18 of [5] and Sec. I.5.3 of [26].
The latter is employed in [27], discussing the concept of
equivalence between those vectors from HGB, which differ
by a zero-norm vector [jψGBi and jψTi from (20) belong to
the same equivalence class for any choice of functions f].
We adopt the former definition, calling all states fromHGB
physical. We will see implementation of this terminology
right below, where one more definition will be introduced.
The Hermitian operator O will be labeled as physical
when OjψGBi ∈ HGB for all jψGBi ∈ HGB [27]. This
requirement amounts to saying that
½Lk; OjψGBi ¼ 0: ð22Þ
Having completed discussion of the covariant quantiza-
tion of the electromagnetic field, we are ready for writing
down its total canonical angular momentum operator
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d3zεimnzm∂ · A∂nA0; ð23dÞ
which can be obtained by combining (2) with (7). The
following comments are pertinent to these expressions.
First, the time argument of Jspin, Jorb, and Jξ is sup-
pressed, which should not lead to any confusion as long
as one remembers about remark [23]. We will proceed
similarly with angular momentum operators discussed
in Sec. IV.
Second, the order of operators on the right-hand sides of
(23b)–(23d) does not matter, which can be shown with (9).
Third, we call Jξ the gauge-fixing angular momentum
operator. The subscript ξ is used as it is customarily
associated with covariant gauges. Note that such a type
of angular momentum is absent in classical studies.
Fourth, we will refer to Jspin, Jorb, and Jξ as angular
momentum operators (the same nomenclature will be
applied to operators analyzed in Sec. IV). This is a slight
abuse of terminology as none of them possesses all
properties conventionally expected of a genuine angular
momentum operator (e.g. none of them generates rotations
of quantum fields). This will be discussed in detail in
the following three subsections, where we will study
various properties of these operators, paying special atten-
tion to the role of Jξ in making J a genuine angular
momentum operator.
A. Commutation relations
The first thing we will discuss is whether gauge-fixing
angular momentum is needed for ensuring proper commu-
tation relations of the total canonical angular momentum
operator
½Ji; Jj ¼ iεijkJk: ð24Þ
This can be investigated with the help of (8), leading to
expressions that have to be integrated by parts. They will be
handled akin to the following integrals:
Z






d3xd3yfðxÞgðyÞ ∂∂xn δðx − yÞ
→
Z
d3x½f∂ng − ð∂nfÞg=2; ð26Þ
where f and g are some operators. It is a simple exercise to
argue that no boundary terms (surface integrals) are left out
in (25) and (26).
In the end, we find the following commutators [23]:
½Jiχ ; Jjχ0  ¼ iεijkJkχδχχ0 for χ; χ0 ¼ spin; orb; ξ; ð27Þ
where δχχ0 equals one for χ ¼ χ0 and zero otherwise. This
shows that Jspin, Jorb, and Jξ satisfy commutation relations
expected of angular momentum operators. Therefore, with
or without Jξ, (24) is satisfied.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that (27) should not be
taken for granted. This is best illustrated by the fact that
Coulomb gauge versions of operators Jspin and Jorb do not
satisfy such commutation relations, which came as a surprise
nearly three decades ago [28]. We also mention that this
well-known van Enk and Nienhuis result is discussed in
review [16], where it is stated that spin and orbital canonical
angular momentum operators of massless photons cannot
satisfy proper angular momentum-type commutation rela-
tions. As (27) shows, such a conclusion does not apply to the
covariantly quantized theory that we discuss.
B. Generation of rotations
We will take a closer look now at how various angular
momentum operators contribute to generation of rotations
of tensor, vector, and scalar fields relevant to our studies.
So, we will investigate commutators
½V; Jiχ ; ð28Þ
where χ is specified in (27), V ¼ ∂μAν, Aμ, ∂ · A, and [23]
is assumed.
We start by taking V ¼ Aμ. On the one hand, one
can show from the Lorentz-transformation properties of
Aμ that [11]
i½AμðzÞ; Ji ¼ ðz × ∇ÞiAμ − εimnηmμAn: ð29Þ
On the other hand, using (8), we can decompose (29) into
i½AμðzÞ; Jispin ¼ −εimnηmμAn; ð30Þ
i½AμðzÞ; Jiorb ¼ ðz × ∇ÞiðAμ − η0μA0Þ; ð31Þ
i½AμðzÞ; Jiξ ¼ η0μðz × ∇ÞiA0: ð32Þ
We see from these formulas that without the gauge-fixing
contribution, the total angular momentum operator does not
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generate rotations of A0. It is so because A0 would commute
with J if J would be stripped off Jξ. This observation seems
to be intuitively plausible, if we take into account the fact
that A0 cannot be canonically quantized without the gauge-
fixing modification of the Lagrangian density.
Building on these insights, it is tempting to speculate that
Jξ is only needed when rotations of fields involving A0
are considered. Such a speculation, however, is incorrect,
which we illustrate by choosing V ¼ ∂μAν.
So, we are dealing now with
i½∂μAνðzÞ; Ji ¼ ðz×∇Þi∂μAν þ εimnðηnν∂μAm − ηmμ∂nAνÞ;
ð33Þ
which can be derived in the same way as (29). We
decompose it as
i½∂μAνðzÞ; Jispin ¼ εimnηnν∂μAm − η0μη0νð∇ × AÞi
− εimnη0μηnν∂mA0; ð34Þ
i½∂μAνðzÞ; Jiorb ¼ ðz × ∇Þi½∂μAν þ η0μη0νð∂0A0 − divAÞ
− η0μ∂νA0 − η0ν∂μA0
− εimnηmμð∂nAν − η0ν∂nA0Þ
þ η0μη0νð∇ × AÞi; ð35Þ
i½∂μAνðzÞ; Jiξ ¼ ðz × ∇Þi½η0μ∂νA0 þ η0ν∂μA0
þ η0μη0νðdivA − ∂0A0Þ
þ εimnðη0μηnν∂mA0 − ηmμη0ν∂nA0Þ: ð36Þ
Two remarks are in order now.
First, we see from these expressions that the gauge-fixing
contribution is necessary for reproducing (33). Moreover,
since (36) in nonzero not only for ν ¼ 0 but also for
ν ¼ 1, 2, 3, the importance of Jξ, in the context of rotations
of field operators, cannot be restricted to expressions
involving A0 only.
Second, we easily get from (36) that
½Fμν; Jiξ ¼ 0: ð37Þ
This shows that manifestly gauge invariant operators, due
to their sole dependence on the electromagnetic tensor Fμν,
commute with Jξ.
Finally, regarding rotations of scalar fields, we choose
V ¼ ∂ · A expecting on general grounds that
i½∂ · AðzÞ; Ji ¼ ðz × ∇Þi∂ · A; ð38Þ
which we will use in Sec. III C. Straightforward calcula-
tions based on (34)–(36) lead to
½∂ · A; Jispin ¼ ½∂ · A; Jiorb ¼ 0; ð39Þ
i½∂ · AðzÞ; Jiξ ¼ ðz × ∇Þi∂ · A ð40Þ
being in agreement with (38) solely thanks to Jξ’s
presence in J. We mention in passing that vanishing
of the commutator with Jorb should not be generalized
to other scalars. For example, it follows from (31) that
½AμAμ; Jiorb ≠ 0.
C. Physical operator property
The objective of this section is to discuss whether
operators (23b)–(23d), or some of their combinations,
can be classified as physical operators according to
criterion (22).
The first step, however, is to make sure that the total
canonical angular momentum operator satisfies such a
criterion. This can be quickly verified with the help of
½Lk; J ¼ −iðk × ∇kÞLk; ð41aÞ
ð∇kÞi ¼ ∂=∂ki; ð41bÞ
following from (19) and (38). Combining (18) and (41), we
see that J is a physical operator. This observation agrees
with common sense understanding of what the total angular
momentum operator should be.
The questions now are the following. Can angular
momentum operators Jspin, Jorb, and Jξ also be regarded
as physical operators? If not, can Jspin þ αJξ, and so also
Jorb þ ð1 − αÞJξ, be proved to be physical operators for
some real α? Moreover, can Jspin þ Jorb, superficially
representing total canonical angular momentum, be shown
to be a physical operator?
To proceed, we note that by using (9) and properties of











½ϵðk; σÞ × kckσ
þ e2iωkz0k × ϵð−k; σÞc†−kσjψGBi; ð43Þ
½Lk; JorbjψGBi ¼ −½Lk; Jspin þ JξjψGBi; ð44Þ
where (44) has been obtained without using the above-
established fact that
½Lk; JjψGBi ¼ 0 ð45Þ
and jψGBi satisfies (18). Several comments are in
order now.
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First, z0 dependence comes from the fact that the
electromagnetic vector potential, entering definitions of
angular momentum operators (23b)–(23d), depends
on z ¼ ðz0; zÞ.
Second, none of Jspin, Jorb, and Jξ is a physical operator
½Lk; Jχ jψGBi ≠ 0 for χ ¼ spin; orb; ξ: ð46Þ
Moreover, it is easy to see that no α leads to vanishing
of ½Lk; Jspin þ αJξjψGBi ¼ −½Lk; Jorb þ ð1 − αÞJξjψGBi.
Third, just because (42) is nonzero, the gauge-fixing
contribution is necessary for making J a physical oper-
ator. This means that Jspin þ Jorb is not a physical operator
in the covariantly quantized theory. All in all, answers
to the above-mentioned questions are unfortunately
negative.
It is perhaps worth to mention that the fact that operators
Jspin, Jorb, and Jξ are gauge-variant does not imply (46).
In fact, the sum of all of them, the total canonical
angular momentum operator J, is also gauge-variant, but
it satisfies (45). We mention in passing that gauge non-
invariance of J should not be surprising given the fact that
we work with the gauge-fixed theory (see also [18]).
Finally, we note that
½Lk; Fμν ¼ 0: ð47Þ
Therefore, manifestly gauge invariant operators, in the
sense mentioned below (37), can be labeled as physical.
IV. QUANTUM CONSIDERATIONS:
BELINFANTE-ROSENFELD EXPRESSIONS
We find by combining (2b), (4), (5), and (7) that the
covariant-gauge quantum version of Belinfante-Rosenfeld
expression (6) is







Several remarks are in order now.
First, Jfield is called field angular momentum to under-
score its dependence on the electromagnetic field. It is
given by the right-hand side of (6) stripped off the symbol
cl. It is of special interest because it is gauge invariant
unlike Jspin and Jorb. Moreover, there is interesting classical
physics associated with it (see the discussion of the
Feynman’s disk paradox in Secs. 17-4 and 27-6 of [29]
and [30–32]).
Second, Jdiv, which is absent in classical considerations
(Sec. II), appears here because the covariantly quantized
electric field operator satisfies the modified Gauss’s law
divE ¼ −∂0ð∂ · AÞ; ð49Þ
where the right-hand side of (49) is nonzero due to (19).
Nonvanishing of Jdiv, which is actually counterintuitive in
the absence of charged particles, may be also seen as a by-
product of the fact that ∂ · A ¼ 0 cannot be imposed on the
operator level. We mention in passing that the symbol Jdiv
refers to the fact that there is the divergence operator
in (48c).
Third, densities of the canonical and Belinfante-
Rosenfeld total angular momentum operators differ by
the 3-divergence
J − J̃ ¼
Z
d3z∂j½Ejðz × AÞ: ð50Þ
As will be seen below, the properties of J̃, which we
investigate, are the same as those of J. Therefore, there is
no need for discussion of such a boundary term in the
context of our studies.
Finally, we mention that the order of operators on the
right-hand sides of (48b) and (48c) does not matter, which
can be verified with (9).
The following discussion will be organized similarly as
in Secs. III A–III C, which will allow us to keep it concise.
A. Commutation relations
We find that commutators of angular momentum oper-
ators from (48) are given by [23]




½Jifield; Jjdiv ¼ −i
Z
d3zεimnεjkszmzkFsndivE; ð52Þ
½Jifield; Jjξ ¼ 0; ð53Þ
½Jidiv; Jjdiv ¼ iεijkJkdiv þ i
Z
d3zεimnεjkszmzkFsndivE; ð54Þ
½Jidiv; Jjξ ¼ 0; ð55Þ
where ½Jiξ; Jjξ is not listed as it is given in (27). The
following observations are pertinent to these expressions.
First, there are no ordering ambiguities on the right-
hand sides of (51), (52), and (54), which can be shown
with (9).
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Second, we see from these expressions that neither Jfield
nor Jdiv satisfies algebra expected of angular momentum
operators as
½Jiχ ; Jjχ0  ≠ iεijkJkχδχχ0 for χ; χ0 ¼ field; div ð56Þ
due to divE ≠ 0 (49). This differs from what we have found
in Sec. III A, where every component of the total angular
momentum operator individually satisfied proper commu-
tation relations.
Third, the proper commutation relations are satisfied by
Jfield þ Jdiv and Jfield þ Jdiv þ Jξ. So, the total Belinfante-
Rosenfeld angular momentum operator does not need the
Jξ contribution for having proper commutation relations.
It does need, however, the contribution of Jdiv, which is a
bit surprising in the system without charged particles.
B. Generation of rotations
Proceeding similarly as in Sec. III B, we compute
i½AμðzÞ; Jifield ¼ ðz × ∇ÞiðAμ − η0μA0Þ
− εimnzmð∂μAn − η0μ∂0AnÞ; ð57Þ
i½AμðzÞ; Jidiv ¼ −εimnηmμAn þ εimnzmð∂μAn − η0μ∂0AnÞ;
ð58Þ
and
i½∂μAνðzÞ; Jifield ¼ εimnzm∂μFnν − εimnηmμFnν
þ εimnðη0μηnνF0m − ηmμη0νF0nÞ
þ εimnzmðη0μ∂νF0n þ η0ν∂μF0nÞ
− εimnzmη0μη0νð∂0F0n þ ∂jFjnÞ








These two sets of results—when combined with (32)
and (36)—can be used for showing that the total
Belinfante-Rosenfeld angular momentum operator gener-
ates rotations of Aμ, ∂μAν, and ∂ · A (see Sec. III B for the
discussion of how this can be done).
One can also show with (57)–(60) that not only Jdiv’s but
also Jξ’s contribution to J̃ is indispensable for making it a
proper generator of rotations of Aμ and ∂μAν. As far as
rotations of ∂ · A are concerned, we mention that
½∂ · A; Jifield ¼ ½∂ · A; Jidiv ¼ 0, which is very much similar
to the situation encountered in Sec. III B.
All in all, it is worth stressing that Jfield does not generate
rotations of the above-discussed fields.
C. Physical operator property
With the help of (47), we immediately see that Jfield is a
physical operator, which agrees with common sense
expectations following from its manifest gauge invariance.
The same cannot be said about Jdiv, for which we get




0ðk × ∇kÞL†−kjψGBi; ð61Þ
where jψGBi satisfies (18). Combining it with (42) and
(47), we find that total Belinfante-Rosenfeld angular
momentum operator (48) is a physical operator due to
½Lk; J̃jψGBi ¼ 0. ð62Þ
This is an expected result. What is not so obvious, however,
is that it would not be the case if just one of the gauge-
fixing-related angular momentum operators, Jξ or Jdiv,
would be missing in J̃.
V. PHYSICAL MATRIX ELEMENTS OF
GAUGE-FIXING-RELATED OPERATORS
Terms in above-discussed operators, which originate
from the gauge-fixing modification of the Lagrangian
density, have one common feature. Namely, they involve
the operator ∂ · A. This is easily seen in Jξ and it can be also
noticed in Jdiv after employment of (49). If we now note
that matrix elements of such an operator vanish in physical
states of the theory (17), then one may wonder whether
the very same result is obtained after replacement of ∂ · A
in (17) by a “composite” operator involving ∂ · A. If that
would be the case, then physical matrix elements of either
gauge-fixing-originated operators or their products with
other operators could be set to zero.
The above speculation is incorrect, i.e. physical matrix
elements of operators involving ∂ · A are not necessarily
zero, and we find it instructive to explain why it is so. To
begin, however, we will play advocatus diaboli to get to the
bottom of the issue. We consider
hψGBjO∂ · Ajψ 0GBi; ð63Þ
where O is some operator, and insert between O and ∂ · A
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hψ 00GBjϕi _¼0 for jψ 00GBi ∈ HGB; jϕi ∉ HGB; ð64bÞ
where the dot over the equality symbol indicates that such
an expression will be disputed below. Leaving doubts aside,
we arrive at








hψGBjOjϕihϕj∂ · Ajψ 0GBi ð65bÞ
_¼ 0: ð65cÞ
The result reported in (65c) follows from the following
observations. First, (65a) vanishes because of (17). Second,
due to (19)–(21), or simply ½Lk; ∂ · A ¼ 0, we have∂ · Ajψ 0GBi ∈ HGB, and then (65b) vanishes as a conse-
quence of (64b).
The most elementary counterexample to the above-
obtained result is the following [24,33]:









The disagreement between (65) and (66) is the result of
the tacit assumption that the resolution of identity in the
indefinite-metric space has the same structure as in a
Hilbert space. This is actually not what is happening if
one insists on the use of explicit projectors onto states from
HGB, which we discuss below.
Introducing some notation, we write
1 ¼ 10⊗0 þ 11⊗0 þ 10⊗1 þ 12⊗0 þ 11⊗1 þ 10⊗2 þ…;
ð67Þ
where 1n⊗m denotes the unit operator in the subspace
with the number of physical (unphysical) photons equal
to n (m).
In the zero-photon sector, one trivially has
10⊗0 ¼ j0ih0j: ð68Þ
In the one-photon sector, the basis states are
jkσi ¼ c†kσj0i; ð69Þ
where the polarization index σ ¼ 0, 1, 2, 3. Taking into









d3kðjk3ihk3j − jk0ihk0jÞ; ð71Þ
where the negative sign in front of the scalar-photon
projector reminds us that we work in the indefinite-metric
space.
To arrive at the expression that is more relevant in the
context of our discussion of (64)—i.e. the one that has
explicit projectors on all states from HGB—we have




þ jΦ1ðkÞihIαðkÞj þ jIαðkÞihΦ1ðkÞjÞ; ð72Þ
where α ∈ Cnf−1g is assumed and





1þ α ; ð74Þ
aα ¼
jαj2 − 1
jαþ 1j2 : ð75Þ
The main difference between (71) and (72) is that the
latter singles out (73), the “only” zero-norm state in the
one-photon subspace of HGB [34]. Moreover, we mention
that for real α ≠ −1, the expression for aα reduces to
ðα − 1Þ=ðαþ 1Þ, which is a special case of the Möbius
transformation. This simple observation suggests that there
might be some geometric interpretation of (72).
Next, we note that (i) the one-photon sector of HGB
is spanned by mutually orthogonal states jk1i, jk2i,
and jΦ1ðkÞi; (ii) jIαðkÞi ∉ HGB; (iii) hΦ1ðkÞjIαðpÞi ¼
δðk − pÞ ≠ 0; (iv) states
jk1i; jk2i; jΦ1ðkÞi; jIαðkÞi ð76Þ
form a basis in the k-momentum sector of the one-photon
subspace of the indefinite-metric space [25].
Combining these observations, one can easily see
fundamental differences between (64) and the correct
resolution of identity in H. Namely, neither (64a) matches
the sum of (70) and (72) nor orthogonality condition (64b)
is satisfied by all basis states (76). These unusual character-
istics, absent in a Hilbert space, are not limited to the one-
photon sector of the theory. We illustrate this remark in
Appendix, extending the above considerations to the two-
photon sector. One can also find there explanation of the
steps leading to derivation of (72) and further insights into
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decomposition of unity in the indefinite-metric space of
our system.
We can now apply these formulas to computation of (66).
Inserting (67) between Aμ and ∂ · A, we instantly arrive




d3kh0jAμðxÞjΦ1ðkÞihIαðkÞj∂ · AðyÞj0i; ð77Þ
which reproduces (66) after straightforward algebraic
manipulations.
If we now turn our attention to [18], we will find there
the statement that gauge-fixing-originated contributions
to operators, representing densities of canonical and
Belinfante-Rosenfeld energy-momentum tensors, have
vanishing physical matrix elements in covariantly quan-
tized electrodynamics (cQED). To argue that it is so,
insertion of a complete set of physical states between field
operators is mentioned without an explanation of what it
actually amounts to. Such a procedure of proving the above
statement cannot be correct, which can be shown with the
results that we have already presented in this section. We
briefly comment on that below, discussing the simplest
counterexample we can think of.
The free-field Feynman gauge versions of the operators
discussed in [18] are [35]
tμνcanðGfÞ ¼ −∂ · A∂νAμ þ η
μν
2














≠ 0 for μ ¼ ν; ð80Þ
which disagrees with (59) from [18]. Note that the fact
that [18] deals with the interacting theory, cQED, does not
explain this disagreement.
On the one hand, (80) illustrates the point we are trying
to make that employment of the resolution of identity in the
indefinite-metric space is far from trivial and it must have
been misunderstood in some way in [18]. We also mention
that insertion of (64a) between field operators in (78)
and (79) sets (80) to zero, reproducing the result reported
in [18]. The same wrong null result is obtained if one
inserts, during computation of (80), only the first term of
(64a) between the field operators.
On the other hand, (80) suggests reexamination of
conclusions first discussed by the end of Sec. IV of [18]
and then reiterated in Sec. 3.1.1 of [15].
If we now turn our attention to angular momentum
operators involving ∂ · A, we will find that
hψGBjJξjψ 0GBi ¼ hψGBjJdivjψ 0GBi ¼ 0: ð81Þ
This is seen by using (9)–(21) to show that
hψGBj∂ · A∂nA0jψ 0GBi ¼ −hψGBjAn∂0ð∂ · AÞjψ 0GBi







where jψ 0GBi and jψ 0Ti are related to each other via the
“primed” version of (20).
It should be now understood that (81) is obtained
under the assumption that the free electromagnetic field
is considered. In the interacting theory, cQED, results such
as (81) give tree-level (zeroth-order) expressions and
perturbative (loop) calculations are needed for checking
whether there are radiative corrections to them. For
example, a one-loop correction to gauge-fixing angular
momentum, in the cQED ground state describing the










ðp2 þ i0Þðq2 þ i0Þ e
ip·ðz−xÞþiq·ðz−yÞ
þ ðx; μ ↔ y; νÞ; ð83Þ
where T is the time-ordering operator, ∶∶ denotes normal
ordering, and AμI is the interaction-picture vector potential,
which can be written just as (9). The answer to the question,
whether one-loop radiative corrections make the expect-
ation value of Jξ nonzero, relies then on fermionic con-
tributions, which are contracted with (83). It is shown
in [36] that hJξi is nonzero in the cQED ground state
describing the electron at rest. It is also shown there that
such a gauge-fixing contribution is needed in order to
obtain the result hJtotali ¼ ŝ=2þOðα2Þ for the electron’s
total angular momentum in such a state, where Jtotal stands
for the total canonical angular momentum operator of
cQED, the unit 3-vector ŝ denotes polarization of the
electron’s spin, α is the fine-structure constant, and
Oðα2Þ reflects the fact that two- and higher-loop radiative
corrections were not studied in [36].
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VI. SUMMARY
If one wants to study the total angular momentum
operator of the free electromagnetic field, then the tradi-
tional discussion of angular momentum decompositions
makes the impression that one has to choose between the
canonical
Jspin þ Jorb; ð84Þ
the Belinfante-Rosenfeld
Jfield; ð85Þ
or some other expressions free from explicit gauge-fixing-
originated contributions (see e.g. review [16]). The reality,
however, is that in the covariantly quantized theory
neither (84) nor (85) can be considered as a total angular
momentum operator.
This has been discussed in Secs. III and IV, where it has
been shown that neither (84) nor (85) generates rotations
of quantum fields. It can be also found there that these
expressions have some complementary deficiencies. For
example, (84) has an unwelcome feature that it takes
physical states of the theory outside of the physical sector
of the state space, whereas (85) does not lead to such
complications. At the same time, (85) does not satisfy
commutation relations expected of a total angular momen-
tum operator while (84) does. These are basic reasons
why a genuine total angular momentum operator of the
covariantly quantized electromagnetic field, such as (23)
or (48), needs the explicit gauge-fixing contribution(s).
It should be also recognized that gauge-fixing is implic-
itly encoded in (84) and (85) once these operators are
defined via the vector potential, which satisfies commuta-
tion relations (8) or has Fourier expansion (9). It is so
because both (8) and (9) owe their elegant covariant form to
the gauge-fixing modification of the Lagrangian density.
Looking from this perspective, the need for inclusion of
gauge-fixing corrections to (84) and (85) can be seen as a
consistency requirement. Namely, one should not benefit
from gauge-fixing when it comes to field operators and
pretend that it is nonexistent while investigating total
angular momentum operators.
The above discussion can be easily extended to quantum
electrodynamics, where physical insights are typically
gained via perturbative expansions as it is an interacting







k2 þ i0 e
−ik·ðx−yÞ; ð86Þ
having such an elegant covariant form due to the gauge-
fixing modification of the Lagrangian density. Thus,
employment of (86) in actual calculations automatically
implies that the Lagrangian is gauge fixed and that some
observables derived from it acquire gauge-fixing-originated
contributions absent in the classical theory.
Our studies should not suggest that only those angular
momentum operators that satisfy all criteria investigated in
Secs. III and IV are physically interesting. In fact, there are
different forms of angular momentum. The operators rep-
resenting them cannot possibly have the same properties as a
total angular momentum operator, if they are just a part of it.
Still, they can be in principle measurable and carry out useful
information about the studied system (see e.g. [16,28] for a
similar viewpoint). For this to happen, they do not need to
have angular momentum-like commutation relations and do
not have to properly generate rotations. We assume, how-
ever, that they should satisfy physical observable criterion.
As far as this work is concerned, (85) is an example of such
an operator, which is additionally also gauge invariant
(manifest gauge invariance of Jfield actually implies its
physical operator property). We mention in passing that
its studies in cQED can be found in [37], see also [38].
Having mentioned gauge invariance, it should be also
said that total angular momentum operators, (23) and (48),
are gauge variant. This is not a controversial feature
because gauge-fixing explicitly breaks invariance of the
theory with respect to arbitrary gauge transformations (see
also discussion in [18]). Note that this does not mean that
matrix elements of such operators, in physical states of the
theory, are gauge variant. For example, it was explicitly
shown in [36] that the one-loop expectation value of the
total canonical angular momentum operator, in the cQED
state describing the electron at rest, equals 1=2 in all
covariant gauges.
These remarks bring us to the discussion of physical
matrix elements of the so-called gauge-fixing-related oper-
ators, i.e., the ones involving ∂ · A in the context of our
studies. We have shown how one can reach incorrect results
for such matrix elements, if one does not take into account
subtleties of the resolution of identity in the indefinite-
metric space of the covariantly quantized electromagnetic
field. Namely, one has to be careful when one wants to use
explicit projectors onto the physical sector of such a space.
If this is the case, then not-so-intuitive expressions for the
unit operator, in the one- and two-photon subspaces, take
the form discussed in Sec. V and Appendix. Apart from
technical insights, these considerations convey the message
that it should not be a priori assumed that physical matrix
elements of operators, having gauge-fixing-related compo-
nents, vanish. It would be interesting to investigate similar
issues in quantum chromodynamics.
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APPENDIX: TWO-PHOTON SECTOR OF 1
We discuss here the resolution of identity in the two-
photon subspace of the indefinite-metric space H. On the
one hand, this allows for explicit illustration of the fact that
the abnormal form of the unit operator, which we have
encountered in Sec. V, is not specific to the one-photon
sector of H. On the other hand, the following studies
clearly illustrate the logic behind derivation of (72), which
has not been explained in Sec. V. Some general remarks
about our studies of the resolution of identity are provided
by the end of this appendix.









p c†kσc†k0σ0 j0i: ðA1bÞ












− jk0k03ihk0k03j − jk3k00ihk3k00jÞ: ðA3Þ
In this sector of the indefinite-metric space, there is one
state from HGB, the zero-norm state (A4). Our goal now is
to rewrite (A3) such that it contains explicit projection onto
it. This will complete our efforts towards decomposition
of the unit operator (in the two-photon sector) into
explicit projectors onto all states from the physical sub-
space of the theory.









p ðjk3k03i þ jk0k00i − jk3k00i − jk0k03iÞ;
ðA4Þ
where the normalizing prefactor β will be determined later
on [39]. Without loss of generality, real β ≠ 0 will be
considered below.
Then, we find two states with two unphysical photons
having k and k0 momenta, which are not only mutually
orthogonal but also orthogonal to (A4) and linearly
independent from it
jII0ðk; k0Þi ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2
p ðjk3k03i − jk0k00iÞ; ðA5Þ
jII00ðk; k0Þi ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2
p ðjk3k00i − jk0k03iÞ: ðA6Þ
Their normalization is chosen such that the projectors
P0 ¼
Z
d3kd3k0jII0ðk; k0ÞihII0ðk; k0Þj; ðA7Þ
P00 ¼
Z
d3kd3k0jII00ðk; k0ÞihII00ðk; k0Þj ðA8Þ
satisfy P0jII0ðp; p0Þi ¼ jII0ðp; p0Þi and P00jII00ðp; p0Þi ¼
−jII00ðp; p0Þi. These two states do not belong to HGB.
Next, we find a family of states labeled by the parameter
α ∈ Cnf−1g, which are distinct (linearly independent)
from jΦ2ðk; k0Þi and orthogonal to both jII0ðk; k0Þi and
jII00ðk; k0Þi:
jIIαðk; k0Þi ¼ γðjk3k03i þ jk0k00i þ αjk3k00i þ αjk0k03iÞ;
ðA9Þ
where the normalizing factor γ ∈ Cnf0g will be fixed
in (A11). Such states also do not belong to HGB.
We use them to build the projector onto jΦ2ðk; k0Þi,
which cannot be written as
R
d3kd3k0jΦ2ðk; k0ÞihΦ2ðk; k0Þj




þ jIIαðk; k0ÞihΦ2ðk; k0ÞjÞ ðA10Þ





so that PαjΦ2ðp; p0Þi ¼ jΦ2ðp; p0Þi. For this to happen, one
actually does not need the second term on the right-hand
side of (A10), which is added to ensure Hermiticity of such
a projector.
By comparing (A3) and Pα þ P0 − P00, we find that
the difference between the two is given byR
d3kd3k0aαβ−2jΦ2ðk; k0ÞihΦ2ðk; k0Þj, where aα has been
already introduced in (75).
In the end, making use of the freedom to choose β, we set
β ¼ 1 ðA12Þ
getting





þ jΦ2ðk; k0ÞihIIαðk; k0Þj þ jIIαðk; k0ÞihΦ2ðk; k0Þj
þ jII0ðk; k0ÞihII0ðk; k0Þj − jII00ðk; k0ÞihII00ðk; k0ÞjÞ:
ðA13Þ
Two remarks are in order now.
First, thanks to (A12), the coefficient in front of jΦ2ihΦ2j
in (A13) is the same as the one in front of jΦ1ihΦ1j in (72).
Such a choice facilitates comparison between the two
expressions.
Second, the fact that (A13) is built of four linearly
independent vectors—jΦ2i, jIIαi, jII0i, and jII00i—reflects
the number of ways one can distribute two unphysical
photons into two momentum modes.
Looking now back at the discussion from Sec. V, one
can easily check that the same scheme has been utilized
there for decomposition of unity in the one-photon sector.
Expressions from Sec. V, however, are a bit simpler
because there are no single-unphysical-photon equivalents
of jII0i and jII00i that are orthogonal to jΦ1i.
We expect that the above-explained strategy for con-
struction of (A1), (A2), and (A13) can be generalized so as
to yield the unit operator in higher photon-number sectors
with explicit projectors onto all states belonging to HGB.
Such studies, however, are beyond the scope of this work.
To put our results in a broader perspective, we have
the following remarks. Our decomposition of the unit
operator is built of eigenstates of the normal-ordered





While working in the one- and two-photon sectors, we
make use of its degenerate eigenstates. Namely, jkσ¼1;2i,
jΦ1ðkÞi, jIαðkÞi in the one-photon sector and jkσ ¼ 1;
2k0σ0 ¼ 1; 2i, jΦ2ðk; k0Þi, jIIαðk; k0Þi, etc. in the two-
photon sector. Degeneracy of these eigenstates follows
from
Hjkσi ¼ ωkjkσi; ðA15Þ
Hjkσk0σ0i ¼ ðωk þ ωk0 Þjkσk0σ0i; ðA16Þ
which are valid for all σ; σ0 ¼ 0, 1, 2, 3.
The question how to construct the unit operator, out of
eigenstates of a Hermitian operator in the indefinite-metric
space, is in general quite nontrivial [4,5]. An algorithm for
achieving this goal in finite-dimensional systems, from
eigenstates of operators having nondegenerate spectrum, is
discussed in Sec. 1.2 of [4]. It is similar to our approach in
the sense that it also involves projectors onto zero-norm
states. The details, however, are quite different presumably
due to the fact that we work with degenerate eigenstates.
Taking also into account that our space is actually infinite
dimensional, we see our results as complementary to those
reported in [4].
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